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Abstract. Active safety systems play a fundamental role in improving stability
and safety performance of modern passenger cars. Within this context, Torque
vectoring (TV) represents one of the most promising technologies for the improvement of vehicle dynamics performance. This paper proposes a TV-based
Direct Yaw Moment Control (DYC) strategy aimed at designing the vehicle understeering behaviour through a software simulation environment based on an
efficient Lumped-Parameter Full Vehicle Model (LPFVM). Simulation results
show that the vehicle is able to successfully follow a predetermined understeer
characteristic.
Keywords: Torque Vectoring, lumped-parameter modelling, vehicle dynamics.
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Introduction

Modern vehicular technology puts key attention on safety. Nowadays, drivers and
passengers are well aware of the presence of active control systems on their vehicles,
including e.g. Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) or Electronic Stability Control (ESC),
which enhance vehicle safety [1]. With that in mind, research has kept moving forward
and recent years have seen an increasing interest in Direct Yaw-Moment Control
(DYC) techniques [2, 3] to further improve vehicle safety. A direct yaw moment can
be purposely generated on a vehicle through an uneven left-to-right torque distribution.
The ability to distribute desired amounts of torque at different corners/drivetrains is
known as Torque vectoring (TV). TV has been widely explored in the literature, mostly
to improve vehicle safety and handling [4, 5] as well as performance [6, 7]. TV can also
be exploited to enhance energy efficiency [8–10].
The recent market increase of electric vehicles has provoked a boost in TV-related
research, nonetheless, TV can also be achieved through appropriate mechanical arrangements, e.g. limited-slip differentials [11].
This paper deals with the design and simulation of a TV-based reference yaw rate
control aimed at reshaping the understeer characteristic, a.k.a. cornering response, of
an internal combustion engine vehicle with TV-capability at the rear axle. The effects
of TV on lateral dynamics of a vehicle is evaluated using a LPFVM implemented with
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a PID-based virtual Driver-in-the-Loop (vDiL) scheme. The details of the proposed
simulation environment can be found in[12–14].
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the testing manoeuvre and
the methodology used to generate different reference yaw rate Look-Up tables (LUT)
reshaping the understeer characteristic using a PID controller. Section 3 discusses the
simulation results for three different understeer characteristic curves. Section 4 provides discussion on the results and concluding remarks with an overview on future developments.

2

Design of a PID-based controller for TV in a LPFVM

The presented PID-based TV controller aims to modify the lateral dynamics of the
vehicle by controlling the torque distribution between rear right and left driving wheels.
In the LPFVM described in [12, 13] the torque distribution was modelled with a classical mechanical differential in which the driving torque Td is transferred to the driving
wheels as follow:
Trr =Td (0.5+ρ)

(1)

Trl =Td (0.5-ρ)

(2)

where Trr and Trl are the torque delivered by the differential to the right and left driving
wheels respectively. The distribution ratio ρ is calculated as a function of the angular
velocity of the left ( rl) and right ( rr) wheels as follows:
ρ=−

|ωrr − ωr |
∗ |ωrr | + |ωr | +

(3)

To correctly implement a TV controller the above differential model for torque distribution is replaced in the LPFVM by the following distribution relationships:
Trr = .5 (Td −
Tr = .5 (Td +

M R
)
d

(4)

M R
)
d

(5)

where M is the yaw moment required by the desired understeer correction, R is the
wheel radius and d represents the vehicle half-track width. In the vehicle model used
in this work, the values of R and d are equal to 0.3135 m and 0.74 m respectively. The
desired yaw moment Mz is calculated using a classical PID formulation as a function
of the error between the desired yaw rate ̇ * δ(t),Sx (t) and the current vehicle yaw rate
̇ (t), as follows:
M t =K ∗e

r

t

t + Ki ∗ ∫ e

where the error function is calculated as:

r

τ dτ + K d ∗

de

r

dt

t

(6)
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eyr t = ̇ * δ(t),Vx (t) - ̇ (t)

(7)

The desired yaw rate value ̇ * δ(t),Sx (t) is derived from a Look-Up Table(LUT) as
a function of steering angle δ t and longitudinal speed Sx(t) at the current simulation
time t. To create the LUT, at first, the understeer characteristics of the vehicle was
evaluated during a steering manoeuvre performed at a constant speed of 25 m/s using
the torque distribution of equations (1) and (2). During the implemented manoeuvre,
the sigmoid input signal shown in Figure 1, with continuity of class C2, was used.

Fig. 1: Steering input for LPFVM

Specifically, the manoeuvre is executed by speeding the vehicle up to 25 m/s until a
steady-state condition is reached. Afterwards, the virtual driver starts the steering manoeuvre until the target steering wheel input of 110 degrees is reached.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Understeer characteristic with classical differential: (a) δdyn(ay) - (b) ̇ (t)

During the steering manoeuvre, the virtual driver uses a PID regulator to keep the
car speed around 25 m/s with a maximum error of 0.2 m/s, while the vehicle travels
along a counterclockwise spiral trajectory. Fig. 2a and b show the trend of yaw rate ̇
and of the dynamic steering angle δdyn(ay) returned by the LPFVM, equipped with a
passive mechanical differential, during the manoeuvre.
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The trend of δdyn(ay) gives information about the understeer characteristic of the vehicle. In this case, the vehicle shows an oversteering behaviour for lateral acceleration
value up to 5.5 m/s2, then it becomes understeering.
A TV controller allows to change the δdyn(ay) relationship via DYC. By designing a
desired δdyn(ay) function and calculating the associated yaw rate it is possible to modify
the lateral dynamics of the vehicle as explained below.
Given the understeer behaviour of the vehicle equipped with the passive mechanical
differential, it is necessary to get a mathematical formulation of δdyn as a function of ay.
In this study, the numerical δdyn(ay) curve was interpolated with an 8-degree polynomial
function obtaining the interpolating the baseline curve δ*dyn (a*y ) shown in Fig. 2a.
At first, a vector of steady-state turning radii was computed as follows
r(k)=
where N =

T

ts

Sx (k)
̇ (k)

,

k=1……N

(8)

is the total number of data stored for a manoeuvre of duration T equal to

330 s and with a simulation time step ts of 0.001 s.
Once known r, it is possible to obtain the dynamic steering angle as:
δd

k = δ k −

r

L

St rati

∗

8

π

,

k=1……N

(9)

where δ(k) is the steering wheel angle and Stratio, equal to 16.67, is the vehicle steering
ratio. By imposing a lateral acceleration a*y i , in the range from 0 to 9 m/s2 with a step
of 0.01 m/s2 and index i varying from 1 to 900, the interpolating curve δ*dyn (a*y (i)) was
calculated using the following polynomial function
δ*dyn a*y i

=2.9∙10-6 a*y i 8 -8.62∙10-5 a*y i 7 +0.001 a*y i 6 +..
-0.0065 a*y i 5 +0.022 a*y i 4 -0.04 a*y i 3 +…
+0.034 -0.029 a*y i +0. 0023

(10)

The coefficients in equation (10) were obtained by using the Matlab® polyfit function on the δdyn(ay) curve. Once obtained the δ*dyn equation, it is possible to populate the
reference yaw rate LUT by iterating the following equations for different longitudinal
velocity Sx(j) varying in the range from 1 to 85 m/s with a step of 0.5 m/s and index j
varying from 1 to 169:
r* (i,j)=

S 2 (j)
a*y i

L
St +δ* a* i
r* (i,j) ratio dyn y
S (j)
̇ * (i,j)= *
r (i)
*
LUT(l=1 ... 241,j)=spline(δ (l=1 ... 900,j), ̇ * (1 ... 900), δ*int (l=1 .. 241))
δ* (i,j)=

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
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The variables r* (i,j) and ̇ * (i,j) represent, respectively, the desired turning radius and
the desired yaw rate that the vehicle will assume travelling on a curve with a steereing
wheel input δ(i,j) at a speed of Sx(j) with the TV controller activated. The variable δ∗ (i,j)
represents the steering wheel input angle. Equation (14) was used to reduce the number
of LUT elements by using a spline interpolation of ̇ * as function of δ∗i t (l). The steering
input range was chosen between 0 to 120 degrees with a step of 0.5 degrees, so that
index l varies between 1 and 241. The current reference yaw rate estimation is derived
from from the LUT by using a double linear interpolation [15]. After the baseline understeer characteristic of the vehicle is defined, it is possible to modify its lateral dynamics behaviour just by changing the trend of the δ*dyn (a*y ) curve and calculating the
associated LUT as explained above. In this research work, three different driving modes
(denoted as “baseline”, “mode1” and “mode2”) were implemented to test the effectiveness of the proposed TV controller. The following figures show the trend of the curve
δ*dyn (a*y ) and of the yaw rate for each driving mode while fixing the vehicle speed to 25
m/s and using the steering input of Fig. 1.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Desired driving mode: (a) δdyn(ay) - (b) ̇ (t)

The trend of δ*dyn (a*y ) for mode1 and mode2 was obtained by rotating the baseline
δ*dyn (a*y ) around the point (0,0) to increase the oversteering behaviour up to 6,5 m/s 2 of
lateral acceleration (mode1) or to make the vehicle understeering for each value of lateral acceleration (mode2). It is to be noticed that the curve δ*dyn (a*y ) cannot be changed
arbitrarily to avoid negative effects on the overall performance of the vehicle.
Fig. 4a and b illustrate the boundaries for the vehicle, within which the understeer
characteristic can be defined. Such boundaries were calculated by manoeuvring the vehicle with two different fixed torque distribution (90% on the right and 10% on the left
wheel and vice-versa). The intermediate curves shown in Figures 4a and b refer to a
case of even torque distribution between the two driving wheels. The achievement of
a characteristic curve falling outside the range above is still possible, but the required
values of corrective yaw moment could be generated by the TV controller only by
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applying a braking torque on one of the wheels. In the latter scenario, vehicle energy
efficiency would worsen.

(a)

3

(b)

Fig. 4: Boundary and intermediate curves: (a) δdyn(ay) - (b) ̇ (t)

Test results

This section shows the results of the tests executed using the TV controller in three
different driving modes describe above. In Fig.5, it is possible to observe the trend of
Mz for the analysed driving modes

Fig. 5: : Yaw moment as a function of time for the three understeer characteristics

As expected, using driving mode1 the engine torque is mostly assigned to the right
wheel, while in case of driving mode 2 it is distributed mostly to the left wheel. In case
of baseline driving mode, the TV controller applies slight torque differentiation between left and right wheels, acting as a classic mechanical differential. The trend of
δdyn(ay) and ̇ (t) of the vehicle under TV control (solid lines) are compared with the
desired trends of δ*dyn (a*y ) and of ̇ * (t) (dashed lines) in Figures 6 and 7, which further
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clarify the effectiveness of the implemented TV controller. The latter allows to follow
the desired δ*dyn (a*y ) curve for each driving mode with a maximum error of ±0.5 degs.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6: δdyn(ay) trends (solid line: TV controlled, dashed line: desired) – (a) base, (b) mode1, (c)
mode2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7: ̇ (t) trends (solid line: TV controlled, dashed line: desired) – (a) base, (b) mode1, (c)
mode2

4

Conclusion

This paper describes the integration of a TV controller in a platform for simulation
of road vehicles for dynamic testing. In the test vehicle model, a classical mechanical
differential was replaced by a TV controller for uneven torque distribution. Three different driving modes were designed to test the TV-controlled LPFVM, allowing to verify the reliability of the simulation system, able to produce results in agreement with
the expected physical responses. Future developments are planned to implement additional test cases for further validation of the proposed TV controller in driving scenarios
where different performance targets (e.g., fuel efficiency, lap time, etc…) are defined .
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